SELECTED RESOURCES:

Shifting Expectations & Activism: African Americans in Civil War Louisiana


**SELECTED RESOURCES:** Civil War Medicine, Difficult Years in New Orleans


Duffy John. (1984) *The Tulane University Medical Center: One Hundred and Fifty Years of Medical Education*. LSU Press.


**Materia Medica (Poplar, Dogwood, and Willow Bark)**


**Primary Sources / Civil War documents**

Berlin, Ira and Joseph P. Reidy. (1982) *The Black Military Experience* (*Freedom, a documentary history of emancipation, 1861-1867 ; ser. 2.*) Cambridge University Press. (Reproduced archival files selected from the holdings of the National Archives of the United States)


**Manuscript Collections in the Louisiana Research Collection (LaRC)**


Stoddard, E. S. (Ephraim Samuel), 1837-1904. *E. S. Stoddard papers, Manuscripts Collection 3*, Louisiana Research Collection, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 70118

**Selected Tulane Licensed Databases:** *America's Historical Newspapers* (provider: *NewsBank/Readex*) - 16 Louisiana Newspapers for the U.S. Civil War (1861 to 1865), Reconstruction (1866 to 1877) - Available to Current Tulane Users  [http://infoweb.newsbank.com/?db=EANA&s_startsearch=keyword](http://infoweb.newsbank.com/?db=EANA&s_startsearch=keyword)